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INTRODUCTION

Experimentation on humms and the ethical
problems assocated with it have exercised
physicias for several mienia. Indeed, the
patknt has always been to some extent the
physician's subject in such experimentation-
the product of hope and despair. Whereas
science in genera has been litfle concerned with
ultimate puposes in the pusuit of knowledge,
the monl dilemmas facing the phyician as
investiptor have long been acowledged. In
Hippocrates' time, some 2,400 yeas ago, little
aademic, social, or legal differentiation was
made between the physician and
the quack doctor. In such a clmate, it was
peraps logical that ethical concm should have
found expression in the Hippocatic Oath. Tis
amrbecode has endured through many

cultures and still influences contempoary
gidelines. In the twentieth century, however,
unprecodented scientific progress, and equally
unprcedented b ai, have made it impera-
tive that the medical profession should look to
its own n , ad to no outside source,
for modem guidelies in the pumit of its
hum rian purpses.

Th Hippocrtic Oh p bes te gener
conduct of the physician, and one "clause" is
pau ly ret to the subject being dis-
csed:
"I wil follow that sytem ofrewmea wch, acordig
to my ability and judpaent, I conside for the benefit
of my patient, mad dhma _u wemrrrddetevf-
oImidu;Dowwi" (EmpL added)

Another document, known as the Law and
also credited to Hippocates, details the quali-

ties requite to exel in the Art of
Medicinel).

One of its clauses states:
'S. Those thinp which wss cred ae to be imrted
only to acrd pesnos, and it is not klwtounpsrt to
the profane until they have bee initiated in the
mysteres of the wience(4."

Regrle of The Law's excellence as a
whoek, it must hae smewhat stifled the
progess of medical dtought and practice-and a
princip which cmes us now may be
derived from that- I bele it is histaricily
eviet that the moir detailed the law, regula-
tons, or codes relating to profe l conduct,
the more restrictive are their effects.

Not until somle 500 years after Hippcates
was the scence of expeimentai medicine,
incuding experiments on animals, initiated.
That be is credited to Galen, the Youn-
der of expeimental physiology." But after
Galen, the expermental method of e
lasd for 1,200 years-through the Daik and
Middle Ags-until Veus's studies of

atoimy. H eer, it was Harvey, with his
dinoveiy in 1626 of the circulation of the
blood, who demostrated the great usfule
of conboled obserations and ex ts on
mn and Unfortunately, apat from
Jenncr, Lid and a few others, the tue sigfi-
cnce of this type of experimentaao was not
eneily realized until te latter half of the
19th century when Claude Bemud deised. his
principes goveming expermme tion an
hiunms.

Nevertheless, during that time, may physi-
cians had experimented on thm_V their

Smwt Gau,i, nTe M'*idMedid Awciutio, 13, O,eusk di Lewt, 01210 Fawey-Vdiols, Imme-
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friends, and occasionally on their pets, but
without the concept of controlled experimenta-
tion. Yet, even withoit controlled experimenta-
tion, knowledge lAcrased, and the community
benefited from those experiments.

Although zay icidents are recorded in
history where the Code enunciated by Hip-
pocrates seemed to have been forgotten, it
would be comforting to believe that it had
some influence oan the many physicians who
experimented upon themselves before applying
their discoveries to heal their patients. But
whether it had this Mfluence or not, the Hip-
pocratic Oath rmst be accepted as the first
Intemational Code of Medical Ethics. It has
certainly influenced later thought.

Claude Bernard, whose writings are still
regarded with petiepect, said:

"As far as direct applicability to medical practice is
conoerned, it is quite cbrtain that experiments made
on man are always th most conclusive. No one has
ever denied it. First, have we a right to perform
experiments and vNiaction on man? Physicians make
therapeutic exprUments daily on their patients, and
surgeons perform viictions daily on their subjects.
Experiments, then, mky be performed on man, but
within what limUtn?k X one's duty and one's right to
perform an exp*menv on man whenever ft can save
his life, cure hin or. pin him some personal benefit.
The principle of mne4c and surical morality, there-
fore, consists In nover perfonning on man an experi-
ment which mWk be hJarmfi to him to any extent,
even though the re ktmiht be highly advantageous
to science, ie. to wbheath ofothers. But performing
experiments and pea3ions exclusively from the point
of the patient's own advantage does not prevent their
turning out profitably to science(3)" (Emphasis
added)

And what is that 1ut an expanded version of
what appears in thle Hippocratic Oath:
"I will follow that syptem of regimen which, according
to my ability and jndgment, I consider for the benefit
of my patients, and abstain from whatever is deleteri-
ous and mischievous"

Other "codes" of medical ethics were devel-
oped over the centuries, including that of the
celebrated Percival in the early nineteenth
century. But until World War II, the Hip-
pocratic Oath was the basic code for the ethical

conduct of physicians, including their activities
in medical research or experimental medicine.

EFFECT OF NUREMBERG

Today deep concem with basic problems of
medical ethics is widespread not only in the
medical profession, but throughout the entire
community. This is essentially a phenomenon
of the past 30 years which began following
World War II, triggered undoubtedly by events
in Hitler's Germany(4).

This concem centres around the value and
the quality of life, the dignity and rights of the
individdual, the potency of current medical and
related scientific knowledge, and the ines-
capable responsibility borne by the medical
profession in relation to these things.

The essential issues surfaced at the Nurem-
berg Trials with the revelation that so-called
medical and scientific research had been carried
out on captive subjects. Those revelations were
doubly horrifying; not only had helpless people
been subjected to procedures as unscientific as
they were cruel and degrading, but members of
the medical profession had actively partici-
pated.

The immediate outcome was the Nuremberg
Code, issued by the Nuremberg Military Tnbu-
nal in 1947 at the conclusion of a trial of 23
German defendants, mostly physicians, who
were accused of crimes involving experiments
on human subjects. The code laid down 10
standards to which physicians must conform
when carrying out such experiments(S).

WORLD MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
In the year or so preceding the Nuremberg

Trials, a number of national medical associ-
ations were looking for a way to link together
members of the medical profession on an
international basis to promote the aims and
ideals held in common by all responsible
doctors. A meeting was held in London in 1946
followed by a convention in Paris in 1947, and
the World Medical Association came into
being(6).
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The objectives of the World Medical Associ-
ation are set out succinctly in Article 3 of the
Association's Articles and By-Laws:
"3. The purpose of the Association shall be to serve
hluanity by endeavounng to achieve the highest
international standards in medical education, medical
science, medical art and medical ethics, and health
care for all people of the world."

Its policy and activities are jointly deter-
mined by the national medical associations
which make up its membership. Implementa-
tion of its decisions depends primarily on
action by each member association. But having
been issued by a unified intemational body of
the medical profession, those decisions carry
greater force than if they had been uttered by a
scatter of voices from around the world, they
attract wider attention and thus exert a general
influence on thought and action in medicine
and allied disciplines. This has been so in the
generl field of medical ethics and in the
particular, much debated field of research on
human subjects.

One of the first concerns of the World
Medical Association was to look again at the
ethical basis of medical practice-the Hip-
pocratic Oath. Clearly the Oath had been a
valuable influence, though all too often it had
been merely spoken rather than practised. But
now it was losing its relevance: it contained
anachronisns, it did not lend itself to direct
translation into contemporary language, it was
inadequate to the problems of twentieth
century medicine. Thougl basically sound, its
principles demanded restatement in the lan-
guage and environment of the mid-twentieth
century.

That restatement was realized in the Declara-
tion of Geneva, adopted by the World Medical
Association at its general assembly in Geneva in
1948 (Appendix A)(7. The Declaration re-
ceived a wider and readier welcome than might
perhaps have been expected. Today, it is
generally accepted as the standard code of
medical ethics and westem medicine's successor
to the ffippocratic Oath. Because its language

and its concepts are modern, it appears also to
command more real observance than the Oath.

DECLARATION OF HELSINKI

The next task was to deal with the more
specific problem of experimentation on human
subjects. The first set of principles in this field
was adopted by the Eighth General Assembly
of WMA in 1954(8) and provided a good
beginning. But the problem was difficult, and
the answers were elusive. Much more work was
required. Progress reports were presented year
by year for discussion at successive Assemblies,
and several draft codes were considered. Finally
in 1964 the World Medical Assembly in Hel-
sinki approved a document setting out "Recom-
mendations Guiding Doctors in Clinical Re-
search" and gave it to the world as the
Declaration of Helsinki (Appendix BX9).

That Declaration slowly but steadily came to
be known through-out the world. Though it has
had its critics, it has gained a wide measure of
acceptance as the basic international code
relating to the ethics of medical experimenta-
tion involving human subjects.

In 1966, at the Ciba Symposium on "Ethics
in Medical Progress, with Special Reference to
Transplantation," G. B. Giertz, of the Karo-
linska Institute, Stockholm(JO) said:
"When I personally tried to form an opinion on the
ethics of renal transplantation I received good
guidance from the Declaration of Helsinki . Trans-
plantation surgery Is still in an expetimental stage and
we have therefore every reason to heed this Declara-
tion."

Having raised some of the baffling ethical
questions in transplantation and medical re-
search, Giertz pointed out the difficulty of
obtaining guidance on them and said:
"It is therefore most gratifying that the Wodd Medical
Association has composed the above-mentioned (i.e.
the Helsnki) Declaration on these questions, a declara-
tion that reflects the conscience of the world. Repre-
sentatives from medical organizations of many na-
fions-representatives with different schooling, dif-
ferent religous backgrounds and different attitudes to
life, from lands between which there are wide gulfs
in medical standards-have united in this statement."
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The Dauatima0It Helinki forms an Ap-
peaix to the --Ld report of that Ciba
Symposium, does Nuremberg Code.

n 1967 at. A,C4S tound Table Con-
fearce on '"kundical Scince and the

of eim

Preident of CKiItS Pnofso M_ Florkin(ll),
oad:
"Afbt N m Ruls cme te DeciaIO of
NV pmn;nw by due WoM Medical Ao-
nm 1964. Oau wbdeit coects wht in te

Nmwe- Rno mm ekcmstanft, ishled to Nai

C m1 Rubs nwe

cooitofMoadioc[di a o."

He made Iof further references to
Lh H -bb 0 niip,onth wy
m whkh it md Nurem-

berg Rue O i ts ao refenrd to
it. It w2s iprned in fl to the report of that

~ferncn.
From th1n mi4 in books, papes and reports

of co feren es gto research

invo Om us U y finds
references to tbe. 1 tiof

frquently the 4'taxt. At the 1973 CIOMS
Round Table Comfeonce on ?rotection of
Human Rights: the LIg*t of Scenific and
Technologlcal' Pgm in Dokogy and Medi-
cm.," Ilving L(er(I2) referred to "The

Nuremberg Cod 'd Ibe Code that has largely
eplaced it today, the 1964 Delation of

Helsini isued by the Wold Medical Asocia-

don." He asd "the report of te Secretary's
(DHEW) Comu-I I osd on Medical lractice

.. reconmmnd the Word Medical Associa-
tion's Dcatinof Helsaink and the American

Mdicl Association% Guidehnes for Clical
Ivet lu m for clical

As an ansex to the rpoirt of the CIOMS

Confee thle Is "A Sahwy of Ie
md Naonal Codes an La in Selec}td
Arsi" by Dr. J. dq Moerloo, CQef, Heath

Wow l 13).

Tat Srve =m_y refernces to the
Hen Declriim and ode WMA ethical

de Moerooe writes: "The

consequence of the post-war awareness of the
necity for action has been the introduction
of two inteation codes of ethics covering
expermenttion on human being, now familiar
to mos rsearch workers, namely the ks ld
Nluiberg Code (1947) and the Decaation of
Helsinki (1964). O0lir "rlated" codes which
contain sections on ex tation are the
Declaration of Ge a (1948) and the Inta-
national Code of Medical Ethics (London,
1949).. ."

Turning from the international to the na-
tional scene, Dr. de Moerloowe refers to "a
growing number of natioal codes of ethics
dealing specifically with eperimentation on
human subjects" and adds, "Most of thew
codes have been largely formlated on th bas
of the Helsink Dedlaration."

The discussion at that Conference brought
many further references to the Declaration. As
specific examples of the point made by de
Moerloose, represntatives of Austalia(14) and
of South Africa(15) spoke of their national
codes as differing 'very slightly from the
Declaration" and "based on tht of Helsinld,
the Nuremberg Code of Ethics, and the recom-
mendations of the Royal Colee of Physians
of London."

The point about these statements is that
they indicate the importance of having a basic
intemational code which can be acepted na-
tionaly in its entirety or madified to sit local
conditons. The Helsink Declartion is cleady

lfilling this role.
It is inportmt to note that a survey com-

pleted early in 1975 showed that nationl
nember of WMA had in genenl
apoved the helsin Decaratio in
ciple(16). Many haw incorporated it into their
official formularies and have brought it to the
notice of those to whom it is relevat in ffeir
own countries.

Of cours, theewre critics of the Decdra-
tion. Indeed, there are critics of codes in
neraL At the 1973 CIOMS Conference Jay
Katz47) said:
,,Let mc mAe onl two final pointsl) Do not place
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too much reliance on codes of ethics, such as the
Decaration of Helsinki. That would be dangerous.
Codes are deceptive documents to which all or us
probably could subscribe in pnnrple; but if 3 ou sLudy
them carefully, you will find that they are painfully
vague. They do not inform us weB about actual
decisions which investigplors hae to makc day after
day. The Declaration of Helsinki, analogous to a legal
statute, requires opportunities for interpretation; only
then could it becomc a viabic documenl. If %uch
oppostunities were crcated, we would eventually grve
mning to such plhases and Pronouncements is
'informed consent,' 'risk-cbenefis,' or 'rio experi-
ments should be pcrformed that will not advance
science.' 2) Do not placc loo much reliance on ethical
review commillees for safeguarding the human rights
of rsah subjects. Such committccs, simia tlo
ethical codes, havc serious husutations . . ."

0. E. Guttentag, speaking of the three
codes* which arc the ethical guides for experi-
mentation in the United States, comments:
"However, valuabic as these guides are, in an era of
predominantly technological rcsearch such as ours in
which operative specialization is so intensively pur-
sued, there is an ever-prewnt danger that the undcr-
lying premise of these documents is not fully recog-
ed, that the codes cem to be expre'sioaI% of

self-imposed obliptions and Ltat they :uni into
resented restrictions . .

H. K. Beecher has criticized details of the
Declaration of Helsinki, as he tends to do with
most codes, but he is particularly critical of the
Nuremberg Code, and in comparison, greatly
favors the Helsinki Declaration. He writes(19):
"The Nuremberg Code presents a ngid .wl of legalsltic
demands. In attempting to providc for all coi,tnceti-
cies, it eaves the inve'digator badly exposed in tu o
ways:

1) it is folly to suppose that every situation can be
anticipated and provided for,
2) it asks for the imnpossible in several instansc . .

The Declartion of Helsinki, on the other hind.
prents a series of guides. It is an ethical as opposed
to a lcgalistic document, and is thus a more broFdlY
useful instxument than the one forinuLited .t Nuwem-
bag. The Declaration of llclsinki separates proles-
siomal care for the direct benefit of the subject rrom
non-theapeutic research, whtuci the Nuremberf s od-,
does rioL Until recCntly. the Ue%tcrn *orld W%A

threatened wi the impositio of the Nurembeig
Code as a Western credo. With the wide adoption of
the Dechwation of HeLsinki, this danr is apputly
now past"

Such comments on the Dedlantion, coming
from a mn of Beher's experienmc and stand-
ing, can leave no doubt of the need for an
international statement on conductin each
on humans and of the uefulnes of the Hfsinkld
Decaration in that role.

Revision of Hesinki Declation
However, time has not stood still in the field

of human experimentation. Comments coming
from national mnember sociations and from
outside the Wodd Medical Association have
indicated the need to keep the Hesink Declara-
tion up to date. In 1972 the 26th Wodd
Medical Assmbly adopted a resolution in-
structing the WMA Council to examine the four
WMA Declarations (Geneva, Helsinki, Sydney,
Oslo) and make recommendations to a future
Assenbly to bring the articles into line with
modern medical thought and practice.
A Scandinavian group with special expertise

in the field of clinical research undertook to
examine the Declaration of Helsinkd, at the
request of the WMA Council, and produced a
draft of a revised Declaration. After sutiny by
national member associations, the WMA Coun-
cil and its Medical Ethics Committee, that draft
wa presented to the 29th Wodd Medical
Asewmbly in Tokyo, October 1975. Ther, after
further scrutiny and minor amendment, it was
adopted (Appendix C).

Following are some of the highlights of the
revised Declaration:

. . . extension of the document's perspective
to include "biomedical research involving
human subjects." The Declaration thus extends
to a number of medical research projects in
marginal areas.

. . inclusion of cautions conceming the
ecological system and the welfare of resarch
aninals

The Helsinki Decaration. the Nufremberg CGoc. end Policy and Procedure O(der No. 129, ijaed by the Office of
the Surgeon General, U.S Public Ikalih Servicc-e.. f 1I July 1966(18).
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... considerably arpened demands con-
cerning the backtound, formulation, and
execution of the research project.

... the demand for a research protocol to be
reviewed by ii selally appointed, independent
committee (an Ethics Committee) to give con.
sideration, comment, and guidance on the
proposed project.

. . . the domand that the research protocol
shall contain coniderations on the ethical
aspects of the resarch.

. .. retention of the general demand for
informed consent but with the inclusion of the
possiblity of refraining from this under special
circumstances-wlhich must be specified in the
research protocol.

. . emphasis that final responsibility for the
subject must always remain with a medically
qualified research leader.

. . . opening of the possibility of controlled
clinical research with control groups, but with
the specification that every patient must be
assured of the best possible diagnostic and
therapeutic care.

... emphasis on the necessity for accuracy
in publishing roults of reseach projects.

... emphasis on the fact that the welfare of
the subject nnust always take precedence over
the interests of science and society.

In a note aoeompanying the promulgation of
the revised Decloration, the present Chairman
of WMA's Medical Ethics Committee, Dr. Jens
Daugaard, expromes the belief of his Committee
that the revised Declaration is a successful
compromise of the various points of view
around the world. "As with any compromise,"
he writes, "there are perhaps some passages not
as clear and precise as one would hope, but we
now have a Declaration more suited to our
time, one that incorporates all those points
which proved the 1964 document so useful
and that takes into account a number of new
points which the ensuing years showed to be
necessary."

It is to be hoped that the revised Declaration
will be even better received than its prede-
cessor. WMA intends to keep the document

under continued scrutiny, so that it will not
become out of date, but will continue to be a
valid guide for those engaged in biomedical
research involving human subjects. We must aim
for it to be, in the words of Giertz, "a
declaration that reflects the conscience of the
world."

CONCLUSIONS
If medical progress Is not to be stifled and

professional freedom jeopardized, the following
five requirements should be met:

(a) Guidelines for experimentation on
humans should be established for the guidance
of physicians and the protection of their
patients,

(b) The guidelines should be established by
the profession and not imposed upon it by
governments,

(c) Individual human rights must be safe-
guarded at all costs,

(d) The physician, as therapist and investi-
gator, should be protected by the international
community provided that he abides by the
spirit of the guidelines laid down international-
ly by his peers,

(e) The guidelines should be widely dissemi-
nated so that they are understood and accepted
by the community as a whole,

(f) The guidelines should not be so detailed
that they become irksome or even Impossibly
restrictive.

The revised Declaration of Helsinki fulfills
all these requirements.
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APPENDIX A

DECLARATION OF GENEVA

Adoted by ff er Asnmbly of The Word Medical Aociatfon at Geneva, Switwerand,
September 1948.

Now being admittd to the profession of medicine:

I SOLEMNLY PLEDGE to consrate my life to the sevice of humanity.
I WILL GIVE repet and gatitude to my deserving teachers.
I WILL PRACTICE medicine with conscience and dignity.
I WI LL HOLD in confidence all that my patient confides in me.
I WILL MAINTAIN Xhe honor and the noble traditions of the rmdical profession.
MY COLLEAGUESwi be as my brothers.
I WILL NOT PEEIT considerations of race, religion, nationality, party politics, or social standing

to interven twn my duty and my patient.
I WILL MAINTAIN the utmost respect for human life from the time of its conception. Even under

threat I will not use my knowledge contrary to the laws of humanity.
THESE PROMISES I MAKE freely and upon my honor.
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APPENDIX B

DECLARATION OF HELSINKI

Recommendations guiding Doctors in Clinical Research.
Adopted by the 18th World Medical Assembly, Helsinki, Finland, 7964.

Introduction
It is the mission of the doctor to safeguard the health of the people. His knowledge and

conscience are dedicated to the fulfillment of this mission.
The Declaration of Geneva of the World Medical Association binds the doctor with the words:

"The health of my patient will be my first consideration" and the International Code of Medical
Ethics which declares that "Any act or advice which could weaken physical or mental resistance of a
human being may be used only in his interest." Because it is essential that the results of laboratory
experiments be applied to human beings to further scientific knowledge and to help suffering
humanity, the World Medical Association has prepared the following recommendations as a guide to
each doctor in clinical research. It must be stressed that the standards as drafted are only a guide to
physicians all over the world. Doctors are not relieved from criminal, civil and ethical responsibilities
under the laws of their own countries.

In the field of clinical research a fundamental distinction must be recognized between clinical
research in which the aim is essentially therapeutic for a patient, and clinical research the essential
object of which is purely scientific and without therapeutic value to the person subjected to the
research.

1. Basic Principles
1. Clinical research must conform to the moral and scientific principles that justify medical

research and should be based on laboratory and animal experiments or other scientifically established
facts.

2. Clinical research should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons and under the
supervision of a qualified medical man.

3. Clinical research cannot legitimately be carried out unless the importance of the objective is in
proportion to the inherent risk to the subject.

4. Every clinical research project should be preceded by careful assessment of inherent risks in
comparison to foreseeable benefits to the subject or to others.

5. Special caution should be exercised by the doctor in performing clinical research in which the
personality of the subject is liable to be altered by drugs or experimental procedure.

II. Clinical Research Combined with Professional Care

1. In the treatment of the sick person, the doctor must be free to use a new therapeutic measure,
if in his judgment it offers hope of saving life, reestablishing health, or alleviating suffering. If at all
possible, consistent with patient psychology, the doctor should obtain the patient's freely given
consent after the patient has been given a full explanation. In case of legal incapacity, consent should
also be procured from the legal guardian, in case of physical incapacity the permission of the legal
guardian replaces that of the patient.

2. The doctor can combine clinical research with professional care, the objective being the
acquisition of new medical knowledge, only to the extent that clinical research is justified by its
therapeutic value for the patient.
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APPENDIX B (Continued) - DECLARATION OF HELSINKI

111. Non-Therapeutic Clinial Research
1. tn the purely scientific application of clinical research carried out on a human being, it is the

duty of the doctor to remain the protector of the life and health of that person on whom clinical
research is being carried out.

2. The nature, the purpose and the risk of clinical research must be explained to the subject by
the doctor.

3a. Clinical research on a human being cannot be undertaken without his free consent after he
has been informed; if he is legally incompetent, the consent of the legal guardian should be procured.

3b. The subject of clinical research should be in such a mental, physical and legal state as to be
able to exercise fully his power of choice.

3c. Consent should, as a rule, be obtained in writing. However, the responsibility for clinical
research always rensins with the researh worker; it never falls on the subject, even after consent is
obtained.

4a. The investiator must respiect the right of each individual to safeguard his personal integrity,
especially if the subject js in a dependent relationship to the investigator.

4b. At any time during the course of clinical research the subject or his guardian should be free
to withdraw pemission for research to be continued. The investigator or the investigating team
should discontinue the research if in his or their judgment it may, if continued, be harmful to the
individual.
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APPENDIX C

THE WORLD MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
13, Chemin du Lvnt

01210 Ferney-Voltaire, France

DECLARATION OF HELSINKI

Recommendations Guiding Medical Doctors
in Biomedical Resach Involving Human Subjects

Adopted by the 18th World Medical Assembly, Helsinki, Finland, 1964, and as revised by the 29th
World Medical Assembly, Tokyo, Japan, 1975.

Introduction
It is the mission of the medical doctor to safeguard the health of the people. His or her

knowledge and conscience are dedicated to the fulfillment of this mission,
The Declaration of Geneva of the World Medical Association binds the doctor with the words,

"The health of my patient will be my first consideration," and the International Code of Medical
Ethics declares that, "Any act or advice which could weaken physical or mental resistance of a human
being may be used only in his interest."

The purpose of biomedical research involving human subjects must be to improve diagnostic,
therapeutic, and prophylactic procedures and the understanding ,of the aetiology and pathogenesis
of disease.

In current medical practice most diagnostic, therapeutic or prophylactic procedures involve
hazards. This applies a fortiori to biomedical research.

Medical progress is based on research which ultimately must rest in part on experimentation
involving human subjects.

In the field of biomedical research a fundamental distinction must be repognised between
medical research in which the aim is essentially diagnostic or therapeutic for a patient, and medical
research, the essential object of which is purely scientific and without direct diagnostic or therapeutic
value to the person subjected to the research.

Special caution must be exercised in the conduct of research which may affect the environment,
and the welfare of animals used for research must be respected.

Because it is essential that the results of laboratory experiments be applied to human beings to
further scientific knowledge and to help suffering humanity, the World Medical Association has
prepared the following recommendations as a guide to every doctor in biomedical research involving
human subjects. They should be kept under review in the future. It must be stressed that the
standards as drafted are only a guide to physicians all over the world. Doctors are not relieved from
criminal, civil and ethical responsibilities under the laws of their own countries.

I. Basic principles
1. Biomedical research involving human subjects must conform to generally accepted scientific

principles and should be based on adequately performed laboratory and animal experimentation and
on a thorough knowledge of the scientific literature.

2. The design and performance of each experimental procedure involving human subjects
should be clearly formulated in an experimental protocol which should be transmitted to a specially
appointed independent committee for consideration, comment and guidance.
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3. Biomedical research involving human subjects should be conducted only by scientifically
qualified persons and under the supervision of a clinically competent medical person. The
responsibility for the human subject must always rest with a medically qualified person and never rest
on the subject of the research, even though the subject has given his or her consent.

4. Biomedical research involving human subject cannot legitimately be carried out unless
the importance of the objective is in proportion to the inherent risk to the subject.

6. Every biomedical research project involving human subjects should be preceded by careful
assessment of predictable risks in cornparison with foreseeable benefits to the subject or to others.
Concern for the interests of the subject must always prevail over the interests of science and society.

8. The r#ght'of-the research subject to safeguard his or her integrity must always be respected.
Every precaution should be taken to respect the privacy of the subject and to minimize the impact of
the study on the subject's physical and mental integrity and on the personality of the subject.

7. Doctors should abstain from engaging in research projects involving human subjects unless
they are satisfIedhb'If the hazards involved are believed to be predictable. Doctors should cease any
investigation if the hazards are found to outweigh the potential benefits.

8. In publi*i6lbwi of the results of his or her research, the doctor is obliged to preserve the
accuracy of the rdLlts. Reports of experimentation not in accordance with the principles laid down
in this Declaration shbluId not be accepted for publication.

9. In any research on human beings, each potential subject must be adequately informed of the
aims, methods, iftifIIted benefits and potential hazards of the study and the discomfort it may
entail. He or shi i6i*ld be informed that he or she is at liberty to abstain from participation in the
study and that he or she is free to withdraw his or her consent to participation at any time. The
doctor should tfveh obtln the subject's freely-given informed consent, preferably in writing.

10. When obtaining informed consent for the research project the doctor should be particularly
cautious if the subje6t Is in a dependent relationship to him or her or may consent under duress. In
that case the informed consent should be obtained by a doctor who is not engaged in the
investigation aitd kvhi% completely independent of this official relationship.

11. In cas fliealU incompetence, informed consent should be obtained from the legal guardian
in acoordance WIW *Eonal legislation. Where physical or mental incapacity makes it impossible to
obtain informed consent, or when the subject is a minor, permission from the responsible relative
replaces that of the subject In accordance with national legislation.

12. The research protocol should always contain a statement of the ethical considerations
involved and should indicate that the principles enunciated in the present Declaration are complied
with.

II. MdIcal research cbfibinbd with professional care
(Clinical remnrM)

1. In the treatment of the sick person, the doctor must be free to use a new diagnostic and
therapeutic measure, if in his or her judgement it offers hope of saving life, reestablishing health or
alleviating suffering.

2. The potmntil benefits, hazards and discomfort of a new method should be weighed against
the advantages df th btest current diagnostic and therapeutic methods.

3. In any medical study, every patient-including those of a control group, if any-should be
assured of the bbst proven diagnostic and therapeutic method.

4. The refilsul of the patient to participate in a study must never interfere with the
doctor-patient relationship.
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5. If the doctor considers it essential not to obtain informed consent, the specific reasons for
this proposal should be stated in the experimental protocol for transmission to the independent
committee (I, 2).

6. The doctor can combine medical research with professional care, the objective being the
acquisition of new medical knowledge, only to the extent that medical research is justified by its
potential diagnostic or therapeutic value for the patient.

Ill. Non-therapeutic biomedical research involving human subjects
(Non-clinical biomedical research)
1. In the purely scientific application of medical research carried out on a human being, it is

the duty of the doctor to remain the protector of the life and health of that person on whom
biomedical research is being carried out.

2. The subjects should be volunteers-either healthy persons or patients for whom the
experimental design is not related to the patient's illness.

3. The investigator or the investigating team should discontinue the research if in his/her or
their judgement it may, if continued, be harmful to the individual.

4. In research on man, the interest of science and society should never take precedence over
considerations related to the wellbeing of the subject.
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